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Characteristics of antinuclear groups
In practical terms, the first antinuclear movement in Korea was initiated in
1982 when the Institute of Korea Antipollution Problem was established by
a group of dissentent, mainly the religious and students. However, they
were rather politically conscious people than pure environmentalists, since
the inmost thought for environment preservation activities is to criticize
the authorative government and to strike a blow to energy related policy.

Since the Chernobyl accident in 1986, a lot of antipollution groups have
been organized ith almost same nature as the previous one, and changing
of agnfaents has been ade within those gruaps dependhig oil ideology,

struggle for supremacy and individual desire for fame, etc.

Antinuclear movement, anyway, has become serious social issue with
increasing numbers of groups, and the influence has been expanded up to
the general public.

One of the notabe characteristics of these groups is 'collaborative action"
to demonstrate their capacity and to attract public's attention. In 1994,
antinuclear groups extended the collaborative action to the international
organizations, and two major international antinuclear events were held in
my country - Visit of Greenpeace and No-Nuke Asian Forum

Joint activities with Greenpeace
On the occasion of te 24th Earth Day, the Korea Federation for
Environmental Movement(KFEM), one of the most active antinuclear group
in Korea, invited Greenpeace. On April 12, 1994 Greenpeace made its first
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tour of Korea with their boat named MV Greenpeace. KFEDYI declared April
as 'Antinuclear Month' and organized 12 days antinuclear campaign with
Greenpeace in major cities and towns where nuclear facilities est or are

planned to be built.

All these moves were causing worries among energy officials of
government and nuclear industry since it was obvious that our nuclear

program must be severely affected in case their instigation resulted in
success.So e took a frontal attack strategy against the antinuclear

activity, targeting public and newsmedia as follows 

* Regimitation of all the capability of nuclear industry and taking a share
in the responsibility of countermeasures.

* CaM-ing out as diverse pronuclear activities as KFEYI in order to convey
the message to the public

- Peaceful use of nuclear energy should be differentiated from nuclear
weapons

- Greenpeace has no action against north Korea's nuclear suspicion
which was an international hot issue then and real target for antinuke

movement
- Nuclear energy is the best alternative to resolve energy problem with

the coming into effect of Convention on Climate Change.

As a symbolic countermeasure, nuclear industry declared April The Month
for the promotion of Atomic Energy Project" and executed strengthed PA
activities based on the carefully planned program.

Mass media are the most powerful communication instruments and can play

an important role as a mediator of social disputes. Therefore we tackled
newsmen and editorial staffs of mass media individually to ex-plain

unreasonableness of Greenpeace's visit, and tried to convince them to make
a fair and objective report. We were much concern about the public ho
might be possessed with the illusion that energy and environmental problem



would be solved by the visit of Greenpeace.

In the meantime, nuclear industry organized various events aiming at
public's attention, and disseminated diversified information and materials.

* Opening of mobile nuclear exhibition facility at national park areas
* Held an open forum for nuclear energy and environmental preservation
* Held an oratorical contest with the theme of Antinuclear and Peaceful

Use of Nuclear Energy"
* Nuclear plant tours for opinion leaders, journalists, and students
* Commercial advertisement(TV, radio, newspapers, subway, local bus etc.)
* Publication and distribution of specially made information materials

(Itemized explaination on antinuke arguments)

By virture of nuclear industry's collective efforts, the joint attempt by
Greenpeace and Korean antinuclear group to launch a mass anti-nuclear
offemwive fwl'led to realize te anticipated req0t. Instead, it- nffered ar gmat

opportunity of binding nuclear industry's potential capability and improving

mass media's recognition on nuclear energy.

The campaign to collect 100,000 signatures from citizens opposed to nuclear

power was not successful. Local rallies and events were either curtailed or

executed in poor condition. Mass media except a few local newspapers did
not give significant meaning on their activities.

One meaningful news was reported one eek after Greenpeace had left my

country. Greenpeace had an ocean demonstration in the open sea near the
territorial water of orth Korea.

No-Nuke Asian Forum

From October 14-21 1994, another international antinuclear activity, the
Second No-Nuke Asian Forum, was held with the participants from six
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Asian countries such as Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia,

Phillippines. The sponsoring domestic antinuclear group was in a position

to compete ith KFEM for taking the movement leadership. The nuclear
industy decided to take totally different countermeasure at those event.

We completely disregard the value of their activity and paied no specific
attention except close observation for public and mass media's reaction. As
we expected the major newpapers did not carry any article on the antinuke

activity and local people's blind following was evaluated as minimal

Conclusion
According to a survey conducted in October 1994, public support for

additional construction of nuclear power plants has tended to rise from 61.1
percent in 1989 to 73.7 percent in 1994. Eventhough many Korean still feel
a strong sense of attachment to the place they five and oppose the
construction of nuclear facilities near their backyards they do not show
kee--i interest on anflnuclear advitics in gLC.-al.

The lesson we learn is that wars are not -von by defensive strategies,
however soundly based. A merely defensive response to antinuclear group
will not do. We must concern ourselves with positive measures, based on

our own initiatives both to maximize and promote the advantage of nuclear

energy.

It was reconfirmed that building trust and creating positive relationships
with the media are the very essential task to achieve in nuclear PA
activity.Advanced preparedness depending on the opponent's strategy and
concentration of available resources ill greatly helpful to win the game.


